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MONETARY POLICY PREFERENCES OF INDIVIDUAL FOMC MEMBERS:
A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE MEMORANDA OF DISCUSSION

Henry W. Chappell, Jr., Thomas M. Havrilesky, and Rob Roy McGregor*

Abstract—The Memoranda of Discussion provide detailed records of Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting deliberations. Procedures are developed for coding the textual data in the Memoranda and assessing the reliability of these codings. The codings are then used in the estimation of parameters of individual FOMC members' reaction functions. Data from the 1970 to 1976 period are employed in the estimation. In the future, similar methods could be used to analyze newly released transcripts of FOMC meetings held after 1976.

In recent years empirical analyses of monetary policy making have increasingly focused on decisions made by individual members of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). This focus is motivated by the recognition that members' individual decisions underlie the policy choices ultimately selected by the committee, and that members differ in their innate policy preferences, their political loyalties, and their responsiveness to external pressures. Most studies of individual FOMC members have examined records of votes on the monetary policy directives adopted by the committee at each of its meetings. While voting data are informative, some differences of opinion among FOMC members are not revealed by formal voting records. Once a monetary policy directive is put to a vote, there is a tendency for members to close ranks, vote approvingly, and present a united front to external parties. Given the paucity of dissents and the absence of other information that might reveal differing preferences, the ability of analysts to distinguish differing preferences across individuals or groups of individuals has been limited.

A possible way to learn more about the policy preferences of individual members of the FOMC is by studying the textual record of committee deliberations. This "narrative" approach has recently gained favor in studies of monetary policy making. However, most studies have not focused on the policy preferences of individual FOMC members. Data available for such investigations have been limited. Until 1976, the FOMC recorded detailed minutes of meetings and published them after a five-year lag as Memoranda of Discussion. The Memoranda contained detailed descriptions of conversations that took place in meetings and linked (paraphrased) statements to specific individuals. In March 1976 the Fed announced that the Memoranda would be discontinued, and publication of detailed records ceased. It appeared that no detailed records of FOMC deliberations would exist for subsequent meetings. However, in October 1993 Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan revealed in congressional testimony that FOMC meetings held since 1976 had been audiotaped, that these tapes had been regularly transcribed, and that copies of the transcripts were being held within the Fed. The Fed subsequently agreed to release edited versions of these transcripts.

In this paper we empirically investigate the policy preferences of individual FOMC members using data from the Memoranda of Discussion for the 1970–1976 period, beginning with Arthur Burns' appointment as chairman and ending with the cessation of the Memoranda. While our study adds detail to the existing descriptive history of monetary policy making in this period, our primary focus is on describing methods for reliably coding textual data from the Memoranda of Discussion for subsequent use in an econometric model of FOMC decision making. The literature on content analysis guides us in this effort. Since institutional arrangements for the making of monetary policy have not changed dramatically since the 1970s, these methods will have continuing applicability in the future, as newly released transcripts are made available.

In section I we describe the collection of our data and the subsequent assessment of their reliability. Section II describes our model of FOMC decision making and its empirical implementation. Section III presents the empirical results, and conclusions follow in section IV.
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2 Woolley (1984) made use of the FOMC's Memoranda of Discussion to provide a narrative of policy making for 1972, and Romer and Romer (1989, 1994) have used the Memoranda to help identify periods when the Fed intentionally shifted toward disinflationary or expansionary policy stances. Boschon and Mills (1995) use the Record of Policy Actions and the Memoranda to derive an indicator of monetary policy which they compare with indicators derived by other researchers from the same sources. The early work of Canterbury (1967) is the only previous study to code individuals' preferences on the directive based on comments recorded as the Memoranda. None of these studies, however, has incorporated data gleaned from the Memoranda into a model of FOMC decision making.

3 By early 1995, the Fed had published transcripts for only three complete years.

4 This sample period was chosen for several reasons. First, it is the most recent period for which the Memoranda are available. Second, the FOMC adhered closely to an interest-rate targeting procedure in this period. Our model has been developed for such an operating procedure. Third, in these years, the discussion of the committee was usually guided by the alternative policy scenarios presented by the Fed staff. This facilitates the coding of members' preferences.

A Content Analysis of the Memoranda of Discussion

In each meeting of the FOMC, a monetary policy directive is selected by majority vote. Prior to voting on a policy directive, members customarily express their individual preferences in the “policy go-around.” Discussion usually centers on members’ views of policy scenarios that have been presented by the board’s staff. After the discussion is completed, the chairman (or a member designated by the chairman) proposes a directive to be voted up or down, and the formal vote follows. In practice, directives are proposed only when majority support is assured.

Members can then cast either assenting or dissenting votes. It is customary to provide an explanation for dissents, which can almost always be characterized as “favoring ease” or “favoring tightness.” As we have noted, members who ultimately assent often give some indication of dissatisfaction with the adopted directive during the course of the meeting. In our coding of the Memoranda we will therefore distinguish three categories of assents: assents “leaning toward ease,” assents “leaning toward tightness,” and “pure assents.” In our sample period there were 76 meetings of the FOMC, which produced 804 individual votes, excluding those of the chairman. Our coding task is to classify each of those votes into one of the five categories described above (dissents for ease or tightness, leans for ease or tightness, and pure assents). The remainder of this section describes our procedures for coding members’ positions and assessing coding reliability.

Five features of our coding procedures are especially important for ensuring the quality of the resulting data series. First, students employed as coders were required to be knowledgeable in the field of monetary economics, but were not otherwise connected with the project. Second, coders were provided with identical written instructions describing how positions were to be recognized and coded. Third, all voting observations were independently coded by at least two individuals. When coding inconsistencies occurred, a third coder served as a “tie breaker.” The tie breaker had access to the original source materials as well as the explanations for coding decisions provided by the first two coders. All coding inconsistencies were also reviewed by one of the authors, who provided an alternative coding which overruled the first tie breaker in some cases. Fourth, the reliability of the codings was assessed using measures of consistency commonly employed in content analyses. Finally, reliability was further assessed by a sensitivity analysis of our statistical results. All of our estimations have been replicated for four sets of codings: (1) the codings provided by the first coder, (2) the codings provided by the second coder, (3) the composite coding provided by the first two coders with inconsistencies resolved by the student tie breaker, and (4) the composite codings with inconsistencies resolved by an author.

Basic source materials for coders were the Memorandum of Discussion and the Bluebook prepared by the board staff. The Bluebook describes alternative policy scenarios presented for the committee to consider in a meeting. For example, the staff might present three policy options, labeled A, B, and C, progressing from easiest to tightest. For each option, forecast ranges for money growth and the Federal funds rate are provided. Because members often couch their remarks in relation to these options, it is useful to have them available when coding.

The Memorandum of Discussion describes both the adopted directive and members’ expressed preferences. In our coding scheme, leaning positions are defined relative to the adopted policy. Members are sometimes explicit about their desired funds rate ranges, which can be directly compared to the ranges adopted for the directive. When explicit information was available, coders were instructed to compare the midpoint of a member’s desired funds rate range to the midpoint of the adopted range, and code leaning positions accordingly. For example, if an assenting member’s suggested range has a midpoint of 6.0%, but the adopted funds rate range midpoint is 6.5%, then a “lean favoring ease” should be coded.

When members do not give explicit bounds for their desired funds rates, it is still possible to code leaning positions. A member might state a preference somewhere between alternatives A and B. If B is adopted and if A is the “easier” scenario, then a lean favoring ease should be coded. Similarly, a member might argue that the adopted policy B is acceptable, but note that errors in the direction of ease would be preferable to those in the opposite direction. Such statements would also be coded as “leans for ease.” Detailed instructions given to coders are available from the authors upon request.

To have confidence in our subsequent analyses, we must determine whether the codings produced by our procedure are reliable. Reliability requires a reasonable degree of reproducibility; that is, the results produced from a content classification should be robust across multiple codings of the raw textual data. Our coding procedure produced two complete independent codings (i.e., codings before any tie-breaking) which serve as one basis for our assessment of reliability. We find agreement in the assigned category on 78.9% (634 out of 804) of the observations, with a correlation coefficient of 0.776 between the two codings.
Although percent agreement and the correlation coefficient have often been reported in content analyses, neither is entirely adequate. Krippendorff (1980) has presented an alternative measure of consistency, known as Krippendorff's alpha, which has two desirable properties. First, in contrast to the percent agreement measure, it adjusts for those chance agreements which can occur even if codings are intrinsically unrelated. Second, it accounts for the ordinal character of the classifications. For our two independent codings, Krippendorff’s alpha for ordinal data is 0.734, which is interpreted to mean that observed agreement is 73.4% above chance.9 While there are no strict cut-off points for assessing an acceptable degree of reliability, values in the range of 0.67 to 0.80 are considered to be in a “gray area.” In such cases, an assessment of the reliability of the codings hinges upon the robustness of results to the use of alternative sets of codings in the substantive analysis (Krippendorff (1980, p. 147)). We undertake such an assessment in section III.

While consistency of codings is an important issue, correctness of the codings is even more important. Matters of judgment clearly accounted for many of the discrepancies in our two original codings, but it is also clear that many discrepancies resulted from errors in the proper application of coding procedures. For example, in coding positions for the April 7, 1970, FOMC meeting, one coder incorrectly recorded the range for the Federal funds rate adopted by the committee. Since all individuals are coded relative to the adopted directive, such an error can affect the coding for each member present. In this particular case, nine coding discrepancies resulted from a single, easily identified error. An important function of our tie breaker is to detect and correct coding errors that have resulted in discrepancies.

Because our coders were instructed to explain their decisions, it is usually possible to distinguish errors from differing judgments. To help in the assessment of data reliability the author-coder categorized all discrepancies either as “coding errors” or as “coding ambiguities.” Coding errors occur when an inconsistency results from factual errors or misapplications of coding procedures. Coding ambiguities occur when the original source materials are vague, contradictory, or inconclusive regarding an individual’s position, or when coding instructions fail to cover special circumstances in a meeting. The author-coder classified 173 mismatching observations, finding a total of 122 errors and 51 ambiguities.10 Of these 173 discrepancies, 135 were resolved satisfactorily by the tie breaker, and 38 were reversed by the author-coder. Thus while the number of discrepancies was disappointing, many of them resulted from minor correctable errors. We believe that our final coding corrects most such errors, and that relatively few positions are inherently difficult to code. In our final coding of members (i.e., with tie breaks resolved by the author-coder), 17 observations (2.1%) are coded as dissents for ease, 194 (24.1%) are coded as leans toward ease, 346 (43.0%) are coded as pure assents, 217 (27.0%) are coded as leans toward tightness, and 30 (3.8%) are coded as dissents for tightness.

II. A Model of FOMC Decision Making

This section summarizes our empirical model of FOMC decision making and methods for estimating its parameters. The model specifies policy preferences of individual FOMC members in the form of desired interest rate reaction functions and provides links between those preferences and ultimate policy outcomes.11 A key feature of the model is that parameters of individual FOMC members’ monetary policy reaction functions are estimable, even though members’ desired policy settings are unobserved.

The description of the model provided here is skeletal; extensive discussions of similar models and methods can be found in Chappell et al. (1993, 1995). In addition, a complete description of the model and estimation methods can be obtained in a working paper available from the authors upon request.

A. Individuals’ Reaction Functions

We begin with equation (1), which specifies desired interest rate reaction functions for N members of the FOMC:

$$r_{it}^* = \alpha_0 + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k D_{kit} + \sum_{j=1}^{J} \beta_j X_{jt} + \epsilon_{it},$$

$$i=1, \ldots, N; t = 1, \ldots, T.$$  

The dependent variable $r^*_it$ is member $i$’s desired Federal funds rate for the intermeeting period following meeting $t$. Members’ desired funds rates are not directly observable.12 The reaction functions include two sets of independent variables, $X_{jt}, j = 1, \ldots, J$, and $D_{kit}, k = 1, \ldots, K$. Included among the $X_{jt}$ are macroeconomic indicators of concern to the Fed, for example, forecasts of inflation or unemployment. These variables are assumed to vary over time but not across members. The variables included among the $D_{kjt}$ vary across both members and time. In the present analysis, these are dummy variables indicating specific individuals serving

9 If codings were assigned completely at random, one would expect a value of 0 for Krippendorff’s alpha. In the case of complete agreement, Krippendorff’s alpha would equal 1.0. The values of Krippendorff’s alpha reported in the text were computed using a SAS macro provided in Kang et al. (1993).

10 There were 170 discrepancies between coders 1 and 2. In three other cases the author overruled coders 1 and 2 when they were in agreement. The author reviewed agreeing coders only when another discrepancy revealed an error with the potential to affect all codings in a meeting.

11 Monetary policy reaction functions empirically link a policy instrument, e.g., the Federal funds rate, to prevailing macroeconomic conditions. A reaction function conveniently describes the implicit policy rule followed by the central bank. Khoury (1990) provides a recent review of the reaction function literature.

12 Although the Memoranda sometimes indicate individual members’ desired ranges for the Federal funds rate, this is not routinely the case.
on the FOMC. The inclusion of these dummy variables permits each committee member to have a different reaction function intercept. In addition, error terms for the reaction functions (1) are assumed to be independently normally distributed with mean zero and variance $\sigma^2$.

B. FOMC Decision Making

In order to estimate the parameters of equation (1) with the available data, some additional assumptions about the policy-making process are required. These assumptions are described below.

1. The policy directives adopted by the FOMC effectively set a target value for the Federal funds rate. During the 1970s the FOMC adopted targets for both money growth and the funds rate. However, because the range of permitted funds rates was usually narrow, the operating procedure is best viewed as funds rate targeting.

2. The adopted funds rate depends on the desired rates of committee members. We specify that the funds rate $r_t$ adopted by the committee is a weighted average of the chairman’s desired rate and the mean of the desired rates of all other members. The chairman’s voting weight $\gamma$ is an estimable parameter of the model.

3. The funds rate adopted by the committee is observed as the average rate prevailing in the postmeeting period. This assumption provides a needed link between individuals’ desired policies, which are not observed, and the postmeeting funds rate, which is observed.

4. Conflicts resulting in either formal dissents or internal expressions of disagreement within FOMC meetings are generated by differences in underlying policy preferences. We model the behavior of individual members by assuming that differences between an individual’s desired funds rate and the funds rate adopted by the committee trigger both dissents and leaning positions. Specifically, if a member prefers a funds rate lower than that adopted by the committee, and if the difference in rates is sufficiently large (i.e., greater than $\lambda_1$), the member will “lean” toward ease. If the difference is even larger (i.e., greater than $\lambda_2$), the member will dissent favoring ease. Similarly, dissents or leans toward tightness are generated when an individual prefers a higher funds rate than that specified in the proposed directive. The threshold parameters $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are also estimable.

C. Empirical Specification

In our empirical model the variables $D_{it0}$ in the reaction function (1) are dummy variables for 30 individual members of the FOMC (excluding the chairman) who voted five or more times on the monetary policy directive during the 1970–1976 period. The remaining members accounted for a total of just six votes and are collectively represented in the intercept $\alpha_0$.

Economic target variables included among the $X_t$ in the reaction functions are identical to those used in Chappell et al. (1993, 1995) and are typical of other reaction function studies. We include the lagged Federal funds rate $r_{t-1}$, calculated as the average Federal funds rate between meetings $t-1$ and $t$, to account for inertia in the movement of interest rates. Lagged money growth $M1_{t-1}$, calculated as the growth rate of $M1$ over the two months preceding the meeting, is also included. The remaining economic variables are three-month-ahead forecasts of the percentage rate of change in the consumer price index $P_t$, the unemployment rate $U_t$, and the growth rate of industrial production $IP_t$.

Although our general model treats the chairman’s voting weight $\gamma$ as an estimable parameter, in practice we have found that its estimates are often imprecise and implausible in magnitude. In our subsequent empirical work we have therefore estimated the model while imposing alternative plausible values (0.25, 0.50, 0.75) for $\gamma$.

III. Results

Table 1 presents estimates of the key model parameters. The coefficients of economic variables in the reaction functions were obtained from ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimation of a reduced-form equation derived from our model to explain the postmeeting Federal funds rate. With the exception of the inflation rate, signs of the coefficients of economic variables in the reaction function are consistent with the hypothesis that the Fed “leans against the wind” in setting its policy instrument. However, only the lagged funds

---

13 Over an extended sample period, many specific individuals will occupy the $N$ positions on the committee (when there are no vacancies or absences, $N = 11$). In our notational scheme, member $i$ refers to the arbitrarily assigned position number of a member, i.e., $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$. Member $i$ need not be the same specific individual over time.

14 The model could be generalized to permit other reaction function parameters to vary across members. However, it is doubtful that such distinctions can be assessed reliably with the limited data available.

15 See Goodfriend (1991) for a supporting view.
rate and the unemployment rate are significantly different from zero at the 0.05 level.

The parameters describing differences across individuals have been obtained from the estimation of a reduced-form five-category ordered probit model, again derived from our behavioral model, explaining members' coded policy positions. All of the estimates presented in table 1 employ our final set of codings in which decisions regarding discrepancies were reviewed by an author-coder. The results provide evidence of considerable diversity across members, despite the infrequency of formal dissents. We initially focus on the estimation in which the chairman’s weight $\gamma$ is set equal to 0.50. In table 1, members are listed by intercepts in ascending order (i.e., from easy to tight) in the center column, corresponding to $\gamma = 0.50$. Extremes are represented by Governor Jeffrey Bucher and New York Federal Reserve Bank president Alfred Hayes. Other things held equal, desired funds rates for Hayes and Bucher differ by 1.67 percentage points, with Bucher preferring the easier stance. Statistically significant differences between members can be detected in many cases. For example, Wald tests (not reported) reveal that Bucher’s intercept is significantly lower (at the 0.01 level or better) than those of 24 other members. Governor J. L. Robertson, whose intercept ranks him near the median for the group, has an intercept significantly higher than five others and significantly lower than three others.

When alternative values are imposed for $\gamma$, the chairman’s voting weight, results are similar in most respects. However, the variance of the reduced-form probit model error term...
depends on $\gamma$, and this affects the scaling of other parameters. For example, as $\gamma$ varies from 0.25 to 0.75, the dissent threshold parameter $\lambda_2$ varies from 2.40 to 1.24. Nevertheless, inferences about members' relative preferences for ease versus tightness are quite robust. Pairwise correlations for the three sets of coefficients in Table 1 are all above 0.99.

We now return to the issue of reliability of our qualitative data. A key attribute of coding reliability is that independent codings should produce similar substantive conclusions. Table 2 addresses this concern. In this table we report estimates based on four sets of codings: (1) coder 1, (2) coder 2, (3) coders 1 and 2 with discrepancies resolved by the tie breaker, and (4) coders 1, 2, and the tie breaker, with overrules provided by an author-coder. In each case $\gamma$ has been set equal to 0.50. Results across the four columns are remarkably similar. Pairwise correlations of the coefficients on individual-specific dummy variables are above 0.96 in all cases, and rankings of members are nearly identical. Thus despite a number of discrepancies across coders, including many correctable errors, our findings appear to be robust.

From a methodological perspective we are also interested in how the availability of data on “leaning” positions improves our ability to accurately characterize members’ preferences. To make such an assessment, we recoded all leaning positions as pure assents, thus discarding the information obtained from the Memoranda. We then employed a three-category ordered probit model to estimate the parameters of the original model (excepting $\lambda_1$, the threshold for leans). Results (not reported) showed that coefficient standard errors are typically inflated by about 50% in the results based on the three-category probit model. Tests of differences between members also revealed fewer significant differences. For example, Bucher differed significantly from only 21 other members (at the 0.01 level), whereas Robertson differed significantly from just four. Evidently, data from the Memoranda do permit more refined distinctions to be made across members.

Members' intercept rankings were generally similar in the three-category and five-category estimations. The correlation coefficient for the two sets of estimates was 0.86, indicating considerable consistency between voting behavior and coded leans, yet not so much consistency that the data on leans could be considered redundant. For example, estimates from the three-category probit model suggested that Henry Wallich was one of the more ease-oriented FOMC members (his only dissent in 25 votes was in favor of ease), whereas estimates making use of the five-category classification suggested the reverse (he leaned for tightness 12 times and for ease only five times). In the years following 1976, Wallich consistently favored tighter policies than most of his colleagues, a behavioral pattern which is predictable based on our estimates using data from the Memoranda, but not predictable from his prior voting record.

### IV. Conclusions

Dissent voting data have previously been employed to test a variety of propositions about the behavior of different groups of FOMC members. In this paper we have introduced a new set of data on individuals’ monetary policy preferences that have been extracted from the FOMC’s Memoranda of Discussion. We find that use of the new data permits notably greater precision in estimating parameters of individual FOMC members’ reaction functions. We also find that independent codings of the members’ leaning positions revealed in the Memoranda of Discussion are able to capture aspects of individuals’ policy preferences which are not evident in voting data alone. Specifically, estimates of members’ reaction function parameters are robust across data produced by independent codings of the Memoranda, but in some cases, the estimates are notably different from those obtained when only voting data are used.

In early 1995 the FOMC voted to continue providing edited transcripts of its meetings to the public (after a five-year waiting period), assuring researchers of an ongoing...
source of data describing policy preferences of individual committee members. Our analysis shows that a careful coding of these records should be valuable in future investigations of FOMC decision making.
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